TRAJECTORIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE – FROM HISTORIES TO
FUTURES AND THE VICTORIAN ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AGENDA
BRAD JESSUP*
Before the last state election, the current Victorian government promised from opposition
to develop an Environmental Justice Plan if elected. It acknowledged international best
practice as a benchmark for such a plan, though it did not recognise the legacy of
environmental justice activism and scholarship locally. With the plan still in progress, this
article considers the global histories and future directions of environmental justice and a
literature-based framework for curating a Victorian plan. It breaks with the common
understanding, including that held by government bureaucrats in Victoria, of
environmental justice emerging from the United States in the 1980s. The article situates
Victoria within that past, the current and future of the concept of environmental justice.
Two notable recent legal events affirm the need for, and suggest the shape of, a Victorian
environmental justice approach – the housing estate gas leak in outer suburban Melbourne
and the Hazelwood coal mine fire in regional Victoria.

I INTRODUCTION
Environmental justice is a concept difficult to pin down. Definitions of the term prioritise certain features or
communities and exclude others. One narrative of environmental justice is that it is traced to and characterised
by the 1980s in the United States (US) and a period of African American rejection of unfair distributional
environmental harms. If that narrative of environmental justice is adopted, then the community of
environmental justice becomes narrow: excluding communities whose justice concern is not distributional or
whose vulnerability is not grounded in race, ethnicity or class. A narrow view of environmental justice linked
to one history of the concept also means that the experience of environmental justice becomes limited and
difficult to perceive, and there is less scope for the concept to have relevance and resonance elsewhere in the
world, including in Victoria, as well as in the non-human realm.
I argue in this article that environmental justice is more, is wider, and is more geographically diffuse,
contextually adapted and objectively plural than that one history. 1 There are compatriot events throughout
Australia and internationally that date to and precede one supposed starting point for environmental justice.
Moreover, within the literature and the law in Australia there is a refined understanding of environmental
justice as rights to environmental participation. In aggregate, environmental justice can be summarised as
rights or capacity of the relatively disadvantaged, vulnerable or disempowered to shape environmental
decisions that affect them and to not be disproportionately affected, disregarded or diminished by
environmental decisions.
Collectively, the threads, pathways and trajectories of environmental justice invite a translation of
environmental justice ideals wherever there is policy support for the concept. Now, Victoria is such a place.
The Victorian government has promised to develop an Environmental Justice Plan; yet the government
remains unsure about what environmental justice means, where it has come from, and what it can achieve for
Victorians.2 One of the purposes of this article is to lay out for the Victorian government the breadth of
understandings and literatures on environmental justice. In developing its plan, it must grapple with a plurality
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I offer this perspective in response to the queries from my peers in California about how environmental justice is different in
Australia to there.
2
Zac Power, Victorian Labor Fringe Event: What is Environmental Justice? (13 November 2016) Facebook
<https://www.facebook.com/events/1740107589385669>. The author has also been involved in roundtable discussions with
government representatives and officials about the meaning and purpose of environmental justice for Victoria.
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of histories, experiences, milestones and theories of the concept. Within Victoria, there were two notable
environmental justice events that have triggered a policy interest in the concept – a gas leak in the outer
Melbourne suburban housing estate of Brookland Greens and the Hazelwood coal mine fire in Morwell in
regional Victoria. They will help mould a Victorian meaning of and future for environmental justice. They
were events that must be acknowledged, referenced and responded to in any plan for environmental justice
in the state.
This article begins by setting out the contemporary interest and trigger for a Victorian Environmental
Justice Plan before introducing the purpose and goals of the article and offering an in-depth, critical and
contextualised interpretation of environmental justice literature, which, I argue, the Victorian environmental
justice strategy should address.

II OVERVIEW – A PLATFORM FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AGENDA IN
VICTORIA
In the lead-up to the 2014 Victorian state election, the then opposition Labor party released its policy platform
on ‘Liveable and Inclusive Communities’. The policy program offered the Victorian electorate an
Environmental Justice Plan to be developed during the first four-year term of an elected Labor Government:
Environmental Justice Plan
Labor acknowledges that the community needs to have access to all relevant information about the potential
health impacts of pollution or contamination of the local environment by nearby industrial facilities. Communities
also require appropriate access to the legal system to pursue environmental justice.
Labor will:
x

Develop and implement Australia’s first Environmental Justice Action Plan, modeled on international
best practice, which requires DSE [the Department of Sustainability and Environment] and the EPA
[Environment Protection Authority] to support environmental justice research, public education and
enforcement.

x

Enact Australia’s first ‘environmental right to know’ law, which would require reporting of information
to local communities about issues such as significant contamination, including the mandatory disclosure
of contaminated sites on property titles.

x

Investigate the most appropriate mechanism to resource the cleanup of contaminated sites.

x

Where necessary, amend relevant legislation to ensure that members of the community have legal
standing to seek enforcement of the reviews in law and review of Government decisions, including the
public interest.

3

The policy platform references ‘international best practice’ without further explanation. It also fails to
acknowledge two recent local moments that triggered an interest in and community demand for an
environmental justice strategy in Victoria.4 First, the Brookland Greens Estate gas leak,5 which highlighted
government agencies acting wilfully over many years in disregarding the interests of a community potentially
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Australian Labor Party. Victorian Branch, Platform2014 <https://www.viclabor.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/VictorianLabor-Platform-2014.pdf>.
Stan Krpan, Compliance and Enforcement Review: A Review of EPA Victoria’s Approach (EPA Victoria, 2011), notes that the
Brookland Greens Estate inquiry was a trigger for the review of the Environment Protection Authority (EPA). That review
recommended Victoria consider an environmental justice policy: at 304; Sustainability Victoria, Premier’s Sustainability Awards:
Voices of the Valley (2017) <http://www.sustainabilityawards.vic.gov.au/voices-of-the-valley>. The leading community voice taking
an environmental justice campaign in response to the Hazelwood mine fire was a finalist in the Premier’s Sustainability Awards
inaugural Environmental Justice Award in 2015, and it won the award in 2016.
5
Leading to the case of Wheelahan v City of Casey [2011] VSC 215 (23 May 2011). See in summary: Casenote, ‘Settlement Approved
for Brookland Greens Estate Group Members’ [2011] (2) National Environmental Law Review 36.
4
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at risk of environmental harm,6 and second, the Hazelwood coal mine fire,7 which illustrated the long-term
environmental exposure that one of Victoria’s least advantaged communities has experienced. 8
The Brookland Greens Estate is a residential housing estate in Cranbourne, in the high-growth southeastern suburbs of Melbourne. 9 In 2005 and 2006, the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) and the City
City of Casey became aware of methane gas leaking into the neighbourhood of the estate. Both agencies
knew that the gas came laterally underground from the recently closed landfill – the Stevensons Road landfill
– alongside and not an appropriate distance from, 10 the estate.11 Despite the EPA directing the City take
remedial works in its capacity as the owner of the former landfill, ‘the City of Casey was reluctant to monitor
the landfill gas, determine the impact of the landfill gas migration and communicate the impact to the
community’.12 The Council, despite its knowledge of the gas leak, exercised its planning law powers to
approve further subdivision and development on the site. 13 The EPA did not intervene. Residents recorded
not knowing about gas leaks or the purpose of monitoring for methane until early 2008 when they were
requested to install methane monitors inside their homes. 14 Residents did not understand the severity of risk
until they were evacuated from their homes in September 2008 when, following elevated methane level
readings of up to 63% of the air in parts of one home, the EPA advised the fire service of the imminent threat
of explosion in the estate.15
The inquiry into the incident concluded that the community living beside the former landfill should have
been viewed as vulnerable to risks. But the risks of harm were not adequately considered. The landfill had
been managed deficiently by the Council throughout its construction and life, and laxly monitored by the
state environmental regulator.16 The EPA was seen to have been passive and conflicted in its use of
management and enforcement tools, and was perceived to have failed to enforce the law contrary to the
community benefit.17 The saga was an illustration of a local government that did not take adequate or
appropriate management measures to protect its community from avoidable environmental harm, and poor
regulatory oversight by a state agency that had overlooked the interests of a powerless community group,
who all the time were kept uniformed and unadvised about the risks that they faced.
Morwell is in Victoria’s Latrobe Valley, the region covering Victoria’s brown coal supplies, and home
to the state’s coal mines and generators. It is also among Australia’s most disadvantaged towns, in the lowest
10%on the Australian government’s index of socioeconomic disadvantage. 18 Immediately south of the
township is the now abandoned Hazelwood coal mine and electricity generator. 19 In February 2014, a fire in
the coal pit burned for over a month, creating a plume of smoke and a threat to the health of the community
which lacked the capacity to cope or the finances to relocate. The inquiry into the fire found a gap in the
regulation of the mine and its risks, concluding that ‘[t]he risk of fires like the Hazelwood mine fire that
occurred in February and March 2014 slipped through the cracks between regulatory agencies’. 20 Monitoring
6

Ombudsman (Vic), Brookland Greens Estate Investigation into Methane Gas Leaks (2009).
Bernard Teague, John Catford and Anita Roper, Hazelwood Mine Inquiry Report (2014).
8
Nicola Rivers, Hazelwood Mine Fire: One Year on, Community Still Waits for Answers (10 February 2015) Environmental Justice
Australia <https://envirojustice.org.au/blog/hazelwood-mine-fire-one-year-on-community-still-waits-for-answers>.
9
Australian Bureau of Statistics, Regional Population Growth, Australia, 2014–15 (2016).
10
Ombudsman (Vic), above n 6. The developer of the site was permitted to reduce buffers set out in policy and the planning permit for
the site by the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal. This caused the Ombudsman inquiring into the gas leak to find that ‘[i]n
my view, the EPA was neglectful in not seeking to be joined as a party to the VCAT hearing when it knew of the environmental
problems at the landfill and it understood that its recommended landfill buffer of 200 metres was under challenge’: at 20.
11
Ibid 208–9.
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Ibid 211.
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Ibid 213.
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Ibid 225.
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Ibid 233.
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Ibid.
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Krpan, above n 4.
18
Lynda McRae, ‘Most Disadvantaged’, Latrobe Valley Express (online), 11 April 2013
<http://www.latrobevalleyexpress.com.au/story/1422985/most-disadvantaged/>.
19
The mine and plant closed in March 2017. See EPA (Vic), Closure of Hazelwood Mine and Power Station
<http://www.epa.vic.gov.au/our-work/monitoring-the-environment/hazelwood-closure>. The facility had an extended expected life to
2030. See Melissa Fyfe and Farrah Tomazin, ‘Hazelwood Extension Gets the “Green” Light’, The Age (online), 7 September 2005
<http://www.theage.com.au/news/national/hazelwood-extension-gets-the-green-light/2005/09/06/1125772522506.html>.
20
Teague, Catford and Roper, above n 7, pt 3 (Discussion and Conclusions). The gap lied between mining regulations and workplace
safety regulations. Neither prioritise the interests of the community.
7
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of the impacts of fires was too late and inadequate,21 and the state was found to be underprepared to
communicate risks, harms and responses to the community. 22 The community fended for itself, and that selfsupport spawned a local movement for community resilience and justice.23
The community movement demanded the government reopen the inquiry and study the long-term health
impacts of the mine fire.24 Community groups felt sacrificed and that their concerns and their detailed
evidence of health impacts were disregarded.25 The response of the government, including providing access
to vacuum cleaners, free buckets and sponges, and carwash and laundry vouchers, was tokenistic in the
absence of greater support and communication.26 The environmental regulator and health department were
dismissive of their concerns and knowledge drawn from their lived experience:27 an experience that had been
recorded and acknowledged previously.28
This article attempts to offer reference points for Victoria’s forthcoming Environmental Justice Plan. It
will argue that there has been a longer history of environmental justice in Victoria than is typically
appreciated29 and that has been focussed upon by government officials.30 That history accords with, and
contributes to, the evolution and evolving understanding of the concept of environmental justice in Victoria.
Moreover, it will demonstrate that the international reference points for environmental justice are complex
and still taking shape. The history or narratives of environmental justice in the US are not as straightforward
as is often portrayed,31 and did not operate in isolation from elsewhere in the world, including in Victoria and
and Australia. The article also argues that international definitions of environmental justice 32 do not capture
the varied histories and futures of environmental justice and the scholarly advancements in understanding the
concept. What this means for the Victorian government as it nears the culmination of planning its
environmental justice policy program is that there is much pondering required about what a strategy might
look like in Victoria, but also great scope to draw together a plan relevant for the state.

III FROM AN ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT IN THE US TO CONTEXTUAL
AND GLOBAL UNDERSTANDINGS OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Most authors writing about environmental justice in the US begin their commentaries recounting the events
of Warren County, North Carolina in the late 1970s and early 1980s when a marginalised black community
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Ibid pt 4, 145–7 (Discussion and Conclusions).
Ibid pt 5, 399-404 (Discussion and Conclusions).
Ibid; Sue Whyte, ‘They go into Bat for Me’: Morwell Neighbourhood House, the Hazelwood Mine Fire and Recovery (Centre of
Research for Resilient Communities, 2017).
24
Lily D’Ambrosio, Hazelwood Mine Fire Inquiry Reopened (Media Release, 26 May 2015) <https://www.premier.vic.gov.au/wpcontent/uploads/2015/05/150526-Hazelwood-Mine-Fire-Inquiry-Reopened.pdf>; Hazelwood Health Study, Website (2016)
<http://hazelwoodhealthstudy.org.au/>.
25
Climate and Health Alliance, Submission to Hazelwood Mine Fire Board of Inquiry, Parliament of Victoria, Hazelwood Mine Fire
Inquiry, August 2015.
26
Victorian Council of Social Service, Submission to Hazelwood Mine Fire Board of Inquiry, Parliament of Victoria, Hazelwood Mine
Fire Inquiry, May 2014, 16–7.
27
Voices of the Valley Inc, Submission to the Ministerial Advisory Committee, Parliament of Victoria, Independent Inquiry into the
EPA (2015); Whyte, above n, 23, 8, notes ‘[t]he most significant effects on the community were not on material infrastructure and the
associated personal and financial impacts; rather this was about loss of trust in government and authorities; feeling abandoned and
unsupported as a community; and as to how the community sees itself and its future’.
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S F Lee et al, ‘A Very Public Death: Dying of Mesothelioma and Asbestos-related Lung Cancer (M/ARLC) in the Latrobe Valley,
Victoria, Australia’ (2009) 9 Rural and Remote Health 1183; Hannah H Walker and Anthony D LaMontagne, Work and Health in the
Latrobe Valley: Community Perspectives on Asbestos Issues – Final Report (Centre for the Study of Health and Society, University of
Melbourne, 2004).
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Environment Defenders Office (Vic), Environmental Justice Project: Final Report (2012)
<https://envirojustice.org.au/sites/default/files/files/Submissions%20and%20reports/environmental_justice_report.pdf>.
30
For instance, the report of the Independent Inquiry into the EPA acknowledges only that environmental justice is ‘the notion that the
burdens of environmental pollution should be fairly distributed, and that all citizens should have access to the public health benefits of
a clean environment’. See EPA Inquiry Ministerial Advisory Committee (Vic), Independent Inquiry into the Environment Protection
Authority (2016) vi. The report identifies two sources for environmental justice – emerging from the US and the Aarhus Convention: at
136 [Box 7.3].
31
Gordon Walker and Harriet Bulkeley, ‘Geographies of Environmental Justice’ (2006) 37 Geoforum 655.
32
Treaty on the Access to Information, Pubic Participation in Decision-Making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters, open
for signature 25 June 1998, 2161 UNTS 447 (entered into force 30 October 2001).
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was confronted with a poisonous waste dump.33 This controversy is commonly identified and analysed,34
along with the Love Canal35 residential and community development on toxic land36 in New York State37 and
Cancer Alley in Louisiana,38 as a key trigger moment for the environmental justice movement born from
resistance.39 The way environmental justice has been framed in the report of the Inquiry into the EPA indicates
that this historical narrative has influenced the understanding of environmental justice by Victorian policy
thinkers.40 Yet, the decision and fierce opposition to relocate illegally dumped industrial waste into a poor
black neighbourhood in North Carolina did not mark the beginning, or restrict the future definition, of the
concept of environmental justice. It does not limit, direct or affect a Victorian conceptualisation of the term.
The concern articulated by the Warren County community – of unequal distribution of pollution – has
existed since the late 1880s and early 1900s when the age of industrialisation confronted the emergence of
urban metropolises and the growth of the affluent class. 41 Other local environmental conflicts have been
recognised as resulting from an imbalance in power between the state, the community, and business.42 Within
the US, for instance, Plater43 recalls the contamination of James River in the state of Virginia and the
poisoning of the air by corporate manufacturers of Kepone pesticide from the mid-1960s. Particularly
pertinent to an historical account of environmental justice were the three limbs of objection – human health,
environmental protection and economic security. It is an example of congruence between human and
ecological environmental justices even before the conventional starting point for environmental justice, a
congruence not readily picked up in Victorian policy documents about environmental justice to date.

33
For just one illustrative example see Stephen Sandweiss, ‘The Social Construction of Environmental Justice’ in David E Camacho
(ed), Environmental Injustices, Political Struggles: Race, Class, and the Environment (Duke University Press, 1998) 35.
34
See, eg, Robert D Bullard, Dumping in Dixie: Race, Class, and Environmental Quality (Westview Press, 3rd ed, 2000) 14.
35
Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Environmental Justice: Creating Equity, Reclaiming Democracy (Oxford University Press, 2002) 6.
Indeed, Linda McKeever Bullard represented Margaret Bean in a court case using the US Civil Rights Act to oppose a landfill
development in Houston. Bullard’s husband assisted in that case with a social study from which he would advance the concept of
environmental racism and justice. See Second National People of Color Environmental Leadership Summit, Celebrating Our
Victories, Strengthening Our Roots: Environmental Justice Timeline – Milestones (October 2002).
36
This conflict was led by a group also considered part of a discrete anti-toxics movement. See Luke W Cole and Sheila R Foster,
From the Ground Up: Environmental Racism and the Rise of the Environmental Justice Movement (NYU Press, 2001) 22. They argue
that this movement coalesced with others (the civil rights movement, the labor movement, the academy, and some Native American
and environmental activists) to champion environmental justice.
37
Andrew Dobson, Justice and the Environment: Conceptions of Environmental Sustainability and Theories of Distributive Justice
(Oxford University Press, 1998) 19; John S Dryzek, The Politics of the Earth: Environmental Discourses (Oxford University Press, 2nd
ed, 2005) 210. For a detailed account of the history and politics of the Love Canal controversy see Judith A Layzer, The
Environmental Case: Translating Values into Policy (CQ Press, 2nd ed, 2006) ch 3.
38
Robert D Bullard and Beverly Wright, ‘Race, Place, and the Environment in Post-Katrina New Orleans’ in Robert D Bullard and
Beverly Wright (eds), Race, Place and Environmental Justice After Hurricane Katrina: Struggles to Reclaim, Rebuild, and Revitalize
New Orleans and the Gulf Coast (Westview Press, 2009) 23.
39
John Byrne, Cecilia Martinez and Leigh Glover, ‘A Brief on Environmental Justice’ in John Byrne, Leigh Glover and Cecilia
Martinez (eds), Environmental Justice: Discourses in International Political Economy, Energy and Environmental Policy (Transaction
Publishers, 2002) 3.
40
See fn 30.
41
David H Getches and David N Pellow, ‘Beyond “Traditional” Environmental Justice’ in Kathryn M Mutz, Gary C Bryner and
Douglas S Kenney (eds), Justice and Natural Resources: Concepts, Strategies, and Applications (Island Press, 2002) 6, citing Martin
Melosi, Garbage in the Cities: Refuse, Reform and the Environment (University of Pittsburgh Press, revised ed, 2005). Melosi notes
about the industrial era ‘[t]he major physical consequence of the Industrial Revolution was the tremendous environmental change in
cities. As never before, urbanites were forced to confront massive pollution in many forms. In this context, the refuse problem
emerged as a major blight’: at 6. While commenting that ‘even the quarters of the ruling classes were befouled and overcrowded’: at 7,
Melosi notes that the ‘the crush of people and the concentration of industry in and around cities produced living and working
conditions of incredible deprivation, especially for the poor and working class’: at 8. Julian Agyeman, Sustainable Communities and
the Challenge of Environmental Justice (NYU Press, 2005), notes that environmental justice concerns date to the late 1400s.
42
Bullard, Dumping in Dixie, above n 34, notes that ‘[t]he problem of polluted black communities is not a new phenomenon.
Historically, toxic dumping and the location of locally unwanted land uses (LULUs) have followed the “path of least resistance” ’: at
3. He recalls black resistance to the siting and operation of Texan landfills in the 1960s. See Robert D Bullard, ‘Neighbourhoods
Zoned for Garbage’ in Robert D Bullard (ed), The Quest for Environmental Justice: Human Rights and the Politics of Pollution (Sierra
Club Books, 2005) 43.
43
Zygmunt J B Plater, ‘Facing a Time of Counter-Revolution: The Kepone Incident and a Review of First Principles’ (1995) 29
University of Richmond Law Review 657, 667.
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IV UNPACKING ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM
The consequence of environmental justice being framed by the Warren County saga instead of taking a wider
contextual historical inquiry, is that the concept becomes blurred with the notion of environmental racism. 44
Leading environmental justice scholar, Bullard, has especially been at the forefront of charting the
intersections between environmental racism and environmental justice.45 His conception of environmental
justice was one that originated in black America and for decades, particularly as it was overwhelmingly
asserted in the US, was an issue of race.46
A more nuanced view, however, is that environmental justice and environmental racism are
conceptually intersected. The initial focus on race by the environmental justice movement was an
acknowledgment that mainstream environmentalism had ignored race.47 Similarly, race can be seen as a
trigger of the environmental justice movement, just as it was for the civil rights movement. After all, the
perceptions of segregation in the early environmental justice movement had all the hallmarks of the civil
rights experiences.48 The movements rallied around social justice ideals49 and legal rights principles.50 In fact,
fact, the language of human rights law51 has been common to the US environmental justice and civil rights
movements.52
The most prominent environmental justice activists during this formative time for the concept of
environmental justice were women, making environmental justice at least as gendered as it was racial, 53 and
entrenching it as an alternative to the mainstream environmental movement. 54

V OTHER STARTING POINTS
While the concept of environmental racism had resonance with people of colour it limited its application and
the communities that could employ it.55 Some communities in the US are still not thought to be within the
community of environmental justice.56 A focus on race became an ‘obstacle to the development of a
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Lynn E Blais, ‘Environmental Racism Reconsidered’ (1996) 75 North Carolina Law Review 75, 89; Richard J Lazarus, ‘Pursuing
“Environmental Justice”: The Distributional Effects of Environmental Protection’ (1993) 87 Northwestern University Law Review
787, 790–1.
45
Bullard, Dumping in Dixie, above n 34, 14.
46
Bullard (ed), The Quest for Environmental Justice, above n 42, 1.
47
Daniel Faber, Capitalizing on Environmental Injustice: The Polluter-Industrial Complex in the Age of Globalization (Rowman &
Littlefield Publishers, 2008) 240.
48
Cole and Foster, above n 36, 7. They note that church-affiliated activists were involved in both movements: at 20, and that both
campaigns used protest and sit-ins as political methods: at 21.
49
Bullard, Dumping in Dixie, above n 34.
50
See, eg, Richard Glick, ‘Environmental Justice in the United States: Implications of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights’ (1995) 19 Harvard Environmental Law Review 69.
51
Alice Kaswan, ‘Environmental Justice: Bridging the Gap Between Environmental Laws and “Justice” ’ (1997) 47 American
University Law Review 221, 257, notes that the movement’s ‘rhetoric, perceptions, and preferred modes of action were shaped by the
civil rights movement’; Maxine Burkett, ‘Just Solutions to Climate Change: A Climate Justice Proposal for a Domestic Clean
Development Mechanism’ (2008) 56 Buffalo Law Review 169, 191, argues that environmental justice has been framed in rights terms.
52
Veronica Eady, ‘Warren County and the Birth of a Movement: The Troubled Marriage Between Environmentalism and Civil
Rights’ (2007) 1 Golden Gate University Environmental Law Journal 41 (‘Warren County’); Discussed further in Brad Jessup, ‘The
Journey of Environmental Justice through Public and International Law’ in Brad Jessup and Kim Rubenstein (eds), Environmental
Discourses in Public and International Law (Cambridge University Press, 2012) 55–9.
53
Shrader-Frechette, above n 35, 6.
54
Ibid 13.
55
Mary M Timney, ‘Environmental Injustices: Examples from Ohio’ in David E Camacho (ed), Environmental Injustices, Political
Struggles: Race, Class, and the Environment (Duke University Press, 1998) 179, explains that the term ‘environmental racism’ was
inappropriate to describe injustices where poor white people in Ohio were suffering from disproportionately high levels of
environmental harm; David Naguib Pellow and Robert J Brulle, ‘Power, Justice, and the Environment: Toward Critical Environmental
Justice Studies’ in David Naguib Pellow and Robert J Brulle (eds), Power, Justice, and the Environment: A Critical Appraisal of the
Environmental Justice Movement (MIT Press, 2005) 13, explain that the ideology and the framing of environmental justice focussed
on race because of the need to claim the discourse but in doing it was ‘to exclude considerations of environmental inequality by class
[even] within communities of color’ even when race was unable to explain environmental inequalities in a community.
56
Lisa R Pruitt and Linda T Sobczynski, ‘Protecting People, Protecting Places: What Environmental Litigation Conceals and Reveals
about Rurality’ (2016) 47 Journal of Rural Studies 53, record how the US EPA failed to apply its environmental justice policy to a
mostly white rural community.
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transnational movement’.57 It made the concept particularised to the US58 and its scholars,59 and was seen as
not having relevance in a place like Victoria,60 and of having had limited application in Australia only to
indigenous environmental causes.61 Yet, environmental justice as a frame for conflict is more general, less
radical, more positive and proactive. 62 It is about championing the underdog,63 those experiencing financial
disadvantage and a lack of political power,64 including that experienced by ethnic and immigrant groups,65
the working and lower classes.66 Or indeed a community like the Brookland Greens Estate residents, who
could best be described as the aspirational middle and working class, but who were demonstrably politically
powerless, and who were vulnerable because of their informationless geography.
Others have noted the parallels between the modern environmental justice movement and the earlier
social justice and urban improvement movements that date decades and centuries. 67 This intersection is
particularly pronounced in Australian policy and political debate.68 By the 2000s, the Australian Conservation
Conservation Foundation and the Australian Council of Social Service were collaborating on a policy of
‘liveable communities’ drawing in social and environmental justice.69 Indeed, Australian research linking
social justice ideals with environmental policy is now two decades mature. 70
Many of the ideas, theories, values and beliefs comprising environmental justice, particularly as it has
been further theorised and extrapolated, had earlier and plural origins. They include now well-recognised
arguments about stewardship (and consequent legal recognition) for the environment, and the harm done by
chemical use and the need for greater access to environmental information in the age of corporate power. 71
The ‘limits’ discourse of the 1970s also implicitly raised justice questions for future generations, in bridging
ideas around an ecological ethic and the principle of intergenerational equity. 72
The environmental justice movement in the US also came to adopt approaches and strategies of other
movements, including the organising approaches of the mainstream environmental movement. 73
Environmental justice has been positioned within the discourse of toxicity and the anti-toxics movement.74
Buell, for instance, argues that in the period from the 1970s to 1990s there was a convergence of justice
activism and ‘traditional environmentalist causes’75 through a revived concern about toxicity and its impact
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(1993) 78 Cornell Law Review 1001; Sandweiss, above n 33, 35.
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Environmental Justice Claims’ (1997) 24 Ecology Law Quarterly 1.
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Books, 2008) 244.
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Conservation Foundation, 1999).
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on both people and habitat. A similar development was occurring in Australia and in Victoria at the same
time as communities activated against so-called toxic industry.76
There has also been a shift away from purely distributional and human understandings of environmental
justice.77 Schlosberg’s scholarship has been especially influential in this regard. He defines environmental
justice as having four interlinked 78 aspects or realms. Not simply the fair distribution of environmental
opportunities and harm, which was where early environmental justice scholars and the Victorian government
in its early articulations have rested their focus. Rather, additionally: the recognition of human and nonhuman interests in decision-making and distribution; the existence of deliberative and democratic
participation; and the building of capabilities among individuals, groups and non-human parts of nature.79
With this shift, and more complex and plural interpretations of environmental justice, vulnerability has
become the marker of environmental injustice – expanding to educational, income or occupational
disadvantage,80 as well as geographic disadvantage81 and species disadvantage.82 The location and
distribution of harm is also far more complex than one attribute of disadvantage, 83 and typically requires a
deeply contextual understanding of places.84

VI AUSTRALIAN ORIGINS AND IMAGINATIONS OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
History is overlooked in much environmental justice scholarship.85 This has also been the case in Australia.
Here, scholars86 and policy and legal advocates87 have searched within literature and social movements for a
a similar pathway for environmental justice to that experienced in the previous decades in the US.88 One
concern with the recent government engagement with environmental justice is that the Victorian
Environmental Justice Plan might also ignore local histories and experience. The Environment Defenders
Office, for instance, asserts that the environmental justice frame in Australia ‘fails to appreciate the rich
context of the US’89 without contemplating that the Australian experience of environmental justice is
differently rich, deep and long. Those who have formed the view that environmental justice is a novel idea
for Australia have looked for quantitative data of distributional harms, 90 the terminology of environmental
justice,91 and government policy on ‘environmental justice’. 92 Those proclaiming novelty miss that
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environmental justice movements do not necessarily share a common vocabulary. 93 They do not grapple with
a long history of resistance – including Aboriginal opposition – to nuclear experiments and the fuel cycles in
Australia dating from at least the late 1970s upon the realisation of the use of Aboriginal land in Maralinga
for atomic testing.94 They do not see environmental justice in the rise of an anti-toxics movement throughout
the 1980s95 or in the fierce battles over landfills in Victoria especially throughout the 1990s.96 They miss a
clearly articulated justice narrative in opposition to uranium mining in the Northern Territory during the
1990s.97 Yet, for a longer period, fundamental questions of fairness and equity have charged Australian
environmental conflicts over waste and pollution.
Those scholars who do not see a long history of environmental justice in Australia overlook the histories
of environmental conflict that were marked between vulnerable workers and their employers in the western
suburbs of Melbourne, and between the unfranchised working classes and the property owning, franchised,
classes with mining ambition in Sydney. Both demonstrate environmental justice controversies in Australia
dating from the late 1800s.98
During the 1990s there was an unmistakable articulation of environmental justice concerns in Australia.
Alviano and Mercer wrote about ‘concentrations of toxic chemical industries in such places as on the shores
of Botany Bay and at Bankstown and Parramatta. In Victoria, as a consequence of historical accretion, innermetropolitan Yarraville and Footscray are similarly burdened with [hazardous] industries’. 99 The burden was
and remains an historical legacy of inequitable wealth and the presence of working-class and migrant
populations in these geographies.100 They were communities with little engagement in environmental matters
beyond the local, and dependent on regulators who delegitimised alternative voices on science and risk.
McPhillips’ book, Local Heroes is a record of Australian community battles against industrial pollution,
contamination and toxicity.101 The book is about how in the 1980s and 1990s activists around Australia had
insufficient access to information and avenues to express opposition, were not taken seriously and treated by
government agencies in a paternalistic and insincere manner leading to a ‘travesty of justice’. 102 Their concern
was geographic and cumulative – communities already receiving more than their share of harmful emissions
were expected to accommodate more.103 They had no access to legal aid, and confronted long and costly legal
processes that were defended by vested interests.104
Within Victoria, environmental health concerns were articulated by people in Melbourne’s inner west
proximate to the Coode Island chemical complex. They identified as being within a community of working
class and migrant citizens, and were plainly aware that middle and upper class communities in other
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geographies were not confronting similar risks. 105 Justice narratives of information being difficult to access,106
of demanding government responsibility,107 feelings of ‘betrayal’ and of being ignored,108 and an expectation
of a ‘basic right of all communities to live in safety’109 were all evident in their opposition. The Coode Island
fire marked a milestone in Victorian environmental justice history. It was a moment that did not depend on
race, quantitative data gathering, or the term ‘environmental justice’.
The Coode Island experience demonstrated the community expectation of environmental justice
providing power, capacity and recognition: a presence in law and decision-making. These were expectations
repeated by the community of Morwell. During and after the Hazelwood coal mine fire, the Morwell
community felt it was not receiving information, had been abandoned by the government, and that the health
guidance it was receiving did not accord with what they were feeling. 110 Though the saga could be easily
explained as presenting an environmental injustice on distributional grounds – Morwell is a relatively
disadvantaged community facing a disproportionate impact from environmental harms – the justice narrative
was instead about power, recognition and participation.111
One notable way that the Australian trajectory of environmental justice is long and particular has been
the focus on participation and the role of the law and lawyers to limit and open up access to justice
respectively.112 Arguments for greater participation abound within the expression of dissent by environment
groups and within the literature. Stories of experiencing ‘co-option and control’ forms of participation where
governments direct consultation rather than communities contributing to decision making on their terms,113
of being denied access to information,114 of unequal access to resources and expertise, 115 of being ridiculed
for taking a stand,116 of being demonstrably powerless117 in a system serving ‘corporate and state power’ have
been recorded.118
Writing extracurially, Australian judges119 have engaged with these participation based notions of equity
and fairness, and attempted to broaden them to the environmental law field using the principle of
sustainability. Similarly, Anton claims that ‘the strongest argument linking the environment and human rights
focuses not on environmental quality, but on procedural rights, including participation in environmental
decision-making and access to environmental justice’.120 It has been argued that the New South Wales Land
and Environment Court, a unique Australian forum for justice,121 supported by legislation to relax standing
rules and give community members rights of enforcement, has removed one of the barriers to access to justice,
though others – especially technical, costs and time – remain.122
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The Australian environmental justice trajectory is seen through the prism of class and economic
disadvantage.123 It has also been framed through international developments, particularly Australia’s
enthusiastic adoption of internationally defined notions of sustainable development. Public participation and
intergenerational equity have been articulated as guiding justice principles, 124 with legal minds responsible
for advancing this particular dimension. Where there is an especial indigenous aspect to an Australian
environmental justice it has extended environmental justice into the human-environment realm.125 Justice
dialogues around uranium mining and forestry, for instance, present human and non-human perspectives of
fairness and concerns about presence and resilience. They are concerns about equity across species and
generations.126
This retelling of the Australian experience with environmental justice concepts and principles is one of
the multiple histories, pathways and futures of the concepts of justice in environmental thought. The key
message for the Victorian government is to not be hamstrung by one historical, dominant or narrow view of
the meaning of the term environmental justice.
There is also an existing and developing Australian scholarship that is connected with and exploring the
aspects of environmental justice proposed by Schlosberg, both before and after the advent of the publication
of his monograph on environmental justice in 2007.127 The starting point for this scholarship is that
environmental justice in Australia is plural, multiple, relevant, and existent. Scholars offer data and ideas that
have and are shaping a future of environmental justice understanding in Australia alongside the attempts of
the nation’s leading environmental judge to integrate environmental principles with a multifaceted definition
of environmental justice.128 This body of work brings into Australia scholarship critical perspectives and
voices drawn from empirical studies about what participation as justice requires, 129 about intersections
between landscape and human justice interests,130 the recognition of interests in the breadth of environmental
laws,131 and community perceptions of fairness and equity. 132

VII ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE GLOBALLY
By at least the early 2000s environmental justice had become a national and supranational policy. There had
been a ‘breaking away’ of ‘environmental justice’ from the US.133 The transition and institutionalisation of
environmental justice beyond the local led to attempts to define and strategise environmental justice across
spaces and sectors.134 This was in part driven through the scholarship of US academics who observed global
parallels with the local environmental justice experience from their nation. 135 Additionally, globalisation
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changed the ‘terrain’ for scholarship and movements. 136 For example, environmental justice activities and
campaigns followed companies as they globalised and internationalised. 137 The shift upwards138 was to see
environmental justice conjoined with principles of intra and intergenerational equity 139 and public
participation, all of which had been advanced, formalised and had begun to be entrenched within international
environmental law, and had been a feature of Australia’s encounter with environmental justice. 140 This
dissemination of the environmental justice idea beyond the US was an endorsement of the impact of the
environmental justice movement in that nation,141 but it also represented a key moment of change. It
particularly reinforced the value of looking globally, locally and historically for threads of environmental
justice rather than attempting to find a conceptual transplant.142
Within the international realm, ‘[environmental] justice concerns can be traced back in the history of
environmental law at least to the 1941 Trail Smelter Arbitration’.143 This transboundary conflict required the
arbitral body to determine what a just outcome was across both place and time. 144 This is a notable revisit of
the development of environmental justice because it positions international law and matters of global conflict
within the early history of the concept – not simply in its modern day expansion and translocation. More
recently, Ebbesson has recounted the influence of the Aarhus Convention on the refinement and prioritisation
of various aspects of environmental justice.145 In part owing to the function of the Aarhus Convention, access
to justice became a key matter of inquiry for the United Kingdom (UK) Environmental Justice Project in the
early 2000s,146 and its three limbs – of access to information, access to courts and meaningful involvement
in environmental decision making147 – are evident in the policy platform for a Victorian Environmental
Justice Plan comprising rights to information, knowledge and enforcement of law. 148
The ‘global realities of the movement’149 are that environmental justice is a notion unfixed in place and
concept. It has been contextualised and grounded, and undergone processes of ‘tailoring and fitting’ 150
wherever it has been expressed, and certainly not reproduced or replicated. 151 The lesson for the Victorian
government is to allow itself the leeway to tailor environmental justice for contemporary Victorians by
listening to them. In the 1990s in the UK, the Friends of the Earth152 conducted an analysis of national income
and pollution exposure, spawning a series of government reports. 153 Rapidly, however, the subject of the
inquiry developed a local nuance – with inquiries very much localised – on green spaces, local traffic and
play parks – and contextualised – concerning flooding, gene technology, and the countryside and village life.
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The subjects represented different historical and contextual triggers and interests of environmental justice
movements.154
There has been a reluctance to use the term ‘environmental justice’ in the early phases of its ‘horizontal
expansion’,155 as was the case in Victoria when the EPA first released an Environmental Citizenship
Strategy.156 The Victorian government developed this policy in place of the environmental justice strategy it
had been urged to adopt.157 However, the reluctance abates when it is realised that the concept is not limited
to the conventionally understood history of the term but that it has continually evolved and diffused 158
wherever it has been transposed.
Development geographers have also recorded and analysed the struggles of communities in the majority
world for decades, particularly reaching prominence in the 1980s and 1990s through the work of scholars
including Shiva159 and Escobar.160 The different basis for the struggles – development and livelihood as
opposed to equality and toxicity – mask what are essentially comparable concerns about redressing inequity
and altering dominant power arrangements. 161 ‘Indigenous mobilisation’,162 rather than policy or literature,
has been instrumental in spreading environmental justice within networks and across borders. The advent of
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA Res 61/295, UN Gaor, 61st sess,
107th plen mtg, Supp 49, UN Doc A/RES/61/295 (13 September 2007), has triggered a discourse of human
rights and environmental justice as capacity building. 163As a jurisdiction with a human rights charter, 164 the
function of rights beyond participation rights and access to justice to realise environmental justice seems
underexplored in Victoria and not acknowledged in the government’s plans. 165 This is despite the provisional
attempts to situate justice ideals within the mission of the Victorian EPA by drawing connections between
rights and citizenship responsibilities.166
The Australian experience includes trajectories drawn from these experiences – the anti-toxics
movement of the US,167 the concern for rural life similar to the UK, 168 and the concern for the environment
as resilient.169

VIII TOWARDS CONTEMPORARY UNDERSTANDINGS OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
A Political Justice as a Core Priority
Irrespective of the local experience of the environmental justice concept, diverse communities across the
globe have shared a process of battling decisions and impacts affecting them. Less politically and socially
powerful groups170 have engaged in resistance, networked, and demanded enforcement action and inclusion
in decision-making.171 They used their voices and deployed a localised, if not uniform, vocabulary of dissent.
In Victoria, this can be seen in the battles led by community groups to the west of Melbourne – in Tullamarine
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against the expansion of a local landfill because the receiving community had endured its share of burden for
the benefit of the state,172 in Footscray in response to industrial fires – where the claims were of being targeted
and ‘sacrificed’,173 and in Werribee, where the community rallied against a proposal for a ‘toxic waste dump’
on the basis that it was being denied a chance to articulate and be heard on its opposition to the project. 174
The response of the community in Morwell was equally localised and directed towards self-support,175 and –
through the production and publication of series of health data176 – designed to influence the presentation and
treatment of the mine fire as a human welfare tragedy. 177
In the sense that justice is not simply an outcome but overwhelmingly a battle and a process, it reflects
the claim by Schlosberg that ‘for all of the focus on the reality of … inequities, environmental justice was
never only about such maldistributions’.178 Hence, since the 1990s there has been an acknowledgement that
political disempowerment, not simply distributional inequity, needs redress.179 There has been a realisation
that environmental problems confronting communities are not always distributive in nature. 180 The title of
Shrader-Frechette’s 2002 book Environmental Justice: Creating Equity, Reclaiming Democracy181 bears the
truth of this shift. The achievement of distributive justice cannot be separated from participatory justice. 182
That is clearly the lesson from the Hazelwood coal mine fire incident. The Morwell community will not be
able to achieve the transition from a site of unequally distributed harm to a community with equal access to
environmental health until it has the capacity and power to shape its destiny. 183 Environmental injustices are
instances of not being asked, not being considered, not being recognised and hence not having an equality of
opportunity184 to contribute to decisions that affect livelihoods and wellbeing. The experience of Brookland
Greens also tells us that this equality can be denied through processes that do not explicitly engage with the
community – for instance when reports of potential harm provided to regulators are ignored or dismissed and
not shared with community stakeholders.185 Thus, environmental justice requires ‘structural changes in social,
economic and political systems that effect distribution of environmental inequalities’, 186 and that lead to
communities being noticed.187 So when asked by representatives of the Victorian government, who should
draft an Environmental Justice Plan, my answer was – find a community to write it.
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Kaswan refers to ‘political justice’,188 a more expansive concept, combining ideas of participation and
‘recognition’. The latter is a facet of justice that has occupied the recent attention of scholars. 189 For
Schlosberg,190 recognition is removing oppression or displacing dominant perspectives and politics,
validating identity and interests, acknowledging and prioritising experiences and subjective knowledge, and
offering dignity and respect. Generally this means environmental justice should precipitate institutional or
legal change, for instance in the Brookland Greens Estate saga: to create circumstances where community
concerns about landfill leachate are treated with seriousness and regulators take a robust view of their role as
defenders of the public interest.191 The experience of the residents of Morwell throughout the mine fire was
that regulators did not respond suitably and quickly to their concerns and there was an absence of information
and acknowledgement about the adverse health impacts of the fire. The inquiry into the fire and the
government response also found that the health assessment conducted of the fire did not have regard to the
heightened vulnerability of the community. 192 There was a lack of recognition of interests, concerns and
vulnerabilities.

B Justice and Sustainability
‘Fairness, equity and sustainability’193 connect the concepts and discourses of global justice and sustainable
development within international law. Whereas early environmental justice scholarship sought to emphasise
its difference from mainstream environmentalism,194 more recent work has attempted to connect sustainable
development, a mainstream environmental concept, with environmental justice. 195 Avoiding environmental
injustice and developing sustainably is about rejecting environmental burdens and insisting on community
benefits.196 Together the concepts question the ongoing existence of harmful activities, the distribution of
harm, the politics of decision-making and the inequity in power in those processes. 197 Summarised this way,
there is an obvious crossover with the international environmental law concerns from the Rio Declaration
and more recently in the draft Global Pact for the Environment, 198 and consensus attempts to articulate a
transnational mission for environmental justice.199
Both concepts also question the existence of polluting activities – one largely across time and the other
across space. They invite questions on whether fossil fuel extraction and landfills are inherently unjust land
uses: because such uses simultaneously produce localised harms, foisted upon typically vulnerable or less
powerful communities through the use of Ministerial discretion,200 while also entrenching unsustainable
practices and generating long-term or irreversible environmental damage. Combined they question, for
instance, not simply the inequity of the harms produced by the fire at the Hazelwood coal mine but the value
in continuing to operate the mine because of its long term socio-economic and environmental cost.201 They
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bring into question patterns and levels of consumption and waste and resource use, and, in the context of the
Brookland Greens Estate case, ongoing urban sprawl and encroachment. 202

C New Boundaries and Geographies of Environmental Justice
There has been an expanding of environmental justice domains203 and a consolidation during the process of
transnationalism.204 Over time the discourse and understanding of environmental justice has broadened. 205
The discursive and legal setting now involves disadvantaged communities and developing nations,206
indigenous peoples,207 anti-imperialists,208 environmentalists pursuing ecological conservation (and ‘nature’
itself),209 and environmental democrats of varying financial standing and class who are affected or concerned
by opaque and arbitrary environmental decision-making.210 Environmental justice analyses now address age,
disability and gender.211 Here the linkages with international human rights law are also plain.
Sze and London note that contemporary environmental justice is a form of ‘subaltern
environmentalism’, with the key characteristic of each environmental justice community being outside the
dominant power structure.212 Environmental justice also now has conceptual peers in climate justice 213 and
food justice,214 two of the planetary and social boundaries for justice.215 Meanwhile the intersections between
consumption and justice have begun to be explored, especially as a way to bridge concepts of environmental
and ecological justice.216
Climate justice is representative of the multi-facets now emerging in environmental justice more
broadly. The Bali Principles, negotiated between grassroots, mainstream and development environmental
groups, connect justice with consumption, grapple with disproportionate impacts and economies, and seek to
valorise voices and knowledges of local people, and especially indigenous people. 217 Climate justice has
rapidly moved beyond the distributive frame – to challenge the participatory justice of climate negotiations
– between powerful and less powerful nations, between sanctioned NGOs and non-sanctioned. Between the
‘outsiders’ and ‘insiders’.218
The battles over the Californian Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32)219 highlight the fluidity
and relevance of environmental justice concepts to climate change at a domestic level with lessons for
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Victoria as it approaches the task of transitioning the Latrobe Valley away from coal based industry, following
the closure of the Hazelwood mine and plant. 220
Before the late 1990s, environmental justice was routinely measured in ‘distributional and statistical’221
terms. It is the absence of this mapping that led some Australian scholars to question the presence of robust
environmental justice scholarship in Australia.222 Though, as Walker notes, these earliest conceptions of
environmental justice dealt with ‘space … conceived in flat Cartesian terms – straight line proximity, or
coincidence of site grid references within census boundaries’. 223 However, when environmental justice is
understood as being political,224 integrated with sustainability and with blurry edges, the earlier spatial-harm
connections must be reconsidered and recast. Fairness claims become more complex and contextualised,
combining elements of distribution, participation and recognition, and with communities being more clearly
appreciated for their common features but also their difference. 225 What is necessary is to interpret justice
goals relevant to the locale and the type of disadvantage or vulnerability of the community and environment,
to situate justice in the ecological characteristics of the space, its history and its human utility. 226
Mapping harms across the land use planning system becomes deficient, an environmental justice plan
attached to the planning system incomplete. Hence the Victorian agenda for a whole of government plan
drafted out of the Premier’s office is capable of capturing wider causes of injustice. Inequality might arise
from, or be exacerbated by, a plurality227 of social or political factors. 228 It might arise from the absence of
spaces, or the lack of recognition or spaces, as was the oppositional narrative centred on the decisions of the
Victorian EPA about its locating of air pollution monitoring stations, and the demarcating of the township of
Morwell and the creation of a new place – Morwell South, throughout the Hazelwood coal mine fire
management and monitoring processes.229
A focus on space invites a consideration of the local, 230 the temporal and relational.231 It also draws in
questions of scale.232 It is the tension points between scales,233 particularly the tension between the scale of
the problem and its determined solution that entrenches the struggle and invites an environmental justice
critique.234 From a legal viewpoint, injustices are perceived in the failure of the law to address concerns at
the community’s scale of interest.235 In the Brookland Greens Estate case this was pronounced with local
environmental compliance officers confessing themselves powerless to get the regional regulatory
management team to act in the best interests of the local Cranbourne community, and to respond to the
concerns of local on-the-ground environmental officers.236
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IX CONCLUDING REMARKS: ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE FOR VICTORIA
The historical pathways of environmental justice are plural; not simply from the US or abroad. Environmental
justice has not only been defined from outside of Australia. There are ample historical examples in Australia
where potentially harmful industrial facilities or activities have roused organised community opposition 237 or
have been involuntarily located on land where the only people most obviously likely to suffer from
environmental damage were Aboriginal Australians. 238 Australia, and as mentioned throughout this article,
incidents in Victoria – at Tullamarine, Footscray, Werribee, Cranbourne and Morwell – are part of the plural
origins and contemporary transitions and translocations of environmental justice. Those incidents, perhaps
more so than ‘international best practice’, represent an appropriate starting point for a Victorian
Environmental Justice Plan. Collectively these justice milestones demonstrate a need to tackle inequitable
historical distributions of environmental harm, to empower vulnerable communities to direct their futures, to
respond to community concerns respectfully, recognising the value of their lived experience, and to build
within communities a capacity to endure and flourish. Australian led and empirically grounded research
demonstrates the breadth of application and the complex understandings of environmental justice for
Australia.239 There is also a need to address the concerns raised during the Australian experience of
environmental justice – captured, for instance, in the McPhillips book, which recorded the stories of
Australian people ‘motivated to change what was clearly wrong’,240 people from working class areas who
became grassroots environmental activists with ‘a steadfast belief that good can triumph’ 241 ‘because they
witnessed a travesty of justice’:242 an injustice perceived to have been brought about through the
environmental harm wrought by industry and the unwillingness of governments to respond, to listen or to
demonstrate care. The community of the Brookland Greens Estate, for instance, was, for instance, that had
its interests ignored by the landfill operator and disrespected by the environmental regulator.
These are themes that have more recently been repeated following the Hazelwood coal mine fire, though
without ready deployment by the community of the vocabulary of ‘environmental justice’.243 That was an
incident that invites a critical and geographical perspective of environmental justice, and to direct the future
shape of environmental justice as it collides with the notion of sustainable development. It brings in the
discourse of climate justice and presents the temporal, locational and scalar dimensions of disadvantage
exposed communities face. As the Victorian government moves to develop its state plan on environmental
justice, it will unquestionably be judged by how the plan will protect communities from enduring the same
experiences as the residents of Morwell.
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